
 
Neither The Madonna nor Mommy Dearest: Why and How to Write Real Mothers  
with Gina Frangello, Jeannine Ouellette, Hyeseung Song, Michelle Yang, moderated by Ronit Plank 
  
Event Description  
Writing well about mothers means balancing the drive for truth with the influence of misogyny. 
Mothers are uniquely attacked in psychology and pop culture, but also falsely venerated, a binary 
that papers over complexity. These writers share how they’ve resisted demonizing imperfect 
mothers, depicting them instead with context and curiosity. They offer techniques for writing 
truthfully and vividly about the mother wound without leaning on the escalating "mother blame" 
in American society. 
  
Event Statement of Value  
Centuries-old tropes about “bad” mothers seek to judge, blame, and attack women who don’t 
conform to societal expectations. This panel addresses the misogynistic cultural paradigms for 
motherhood and explores how memoirists can avoid that trap while writing truthfully about 
complex and painful experiences. Writers on this panel will share their approach for writing 
about the complicated maternal relationships without contributing directly to centuries of 
misogyny. 
  
Presenter Bios 
 Gina Frangello’s Gina Frangello’s memoir Blow Your House Down: A Story of Family, 
Feminism, and Treason, was a New York Times Editor’s Choice and a “Best Books of 2021” at 
Lithub, BookPage, and The Chicago Review of Books. She is also the author of four books of 
fiction, a lead editor at Row House Publishing, and co-founder of Circe Consulting 
(http://www.circeconsulting.net) 
  
Jeannine Ouellette’s memoir, The Part That Burns, was a Kirkus Best 100 Indie Book, received 
starred reviews from PW and Kirkus, and was a finalist for the Next Generation Indie Book 
Award in Women's Literature. She teaches writing at the University of Minnesota, the Minnesota 
Prison Writing Workshop, Catapult, and Elephant Rock. She's working on her first novel. 
  
Ronit Plank’s stories and essays have been nominated for the Pushcart Prize, the Best of the 
Net, and the Best Microfiction Anthology. She is creative nonfiction editor at The Citron Review 
and host/producer of the podcast Let’s Talk Memoir. Her first book is When She Comes Back a 
memoir about the loss of her mother to the guru Bhagwan Shree Rajneesh and their eventual 
reconciliation and her second book is the new short story collection Home is a Made-Up Place. 
  
Hyeseung Song is a first-generation Korean-American painter and author of a debut memoir 
forthcoming from Simon & Schuster. In both her visual art and writing, she explores issues of 
creativity, the life of the artist and the model minority myth. She lives and works in Brooklyn.  
  
Michelle Yang is an advocate whose work focuses on the intersection of immigrant identity, 
feminism, and mental health. Her work can be found on CNN, NBC, Shondaland, Romper, and 
more. Michelle's memoir, Phoenix Girl: How a Fat Asian with Bipolar Found Love, is 
forthcoming. 
  



  
Outline  
  
9:00-9:05 Ronit welcomes attendees and reads presenter bios 
9:05-9:10 Ronit introduces the concept of the panel—our why  
  
Our culture loves extremes, especially about women and motherhood. While the idea of the 
“perfect” mother - fair, predictable, generous, nurturing - has persisted in the American 
consciousness for generations, the “bad” mother - deemed selfish, incompetent, destructive, 
dangerous - has proven to be an even more irresistible trope. 
  
As writers we gain so much by resisting the misogynistic binary regarding mothers that ignores 
the specifics of our characters and how they came to be who they are: their background, 
resources, mental health, support. And when we richly explore the people in our work we add 
tension, emotional resonance, immediacy and stakes to our memoirs. 
  
 A few notes from The Psychological Hook: “Mother Blame: Psychology’s Shame” (linked 
below) 
 
 
-“Good parenting skills do not exist without adequate rest and self-care. Any employer who 
demanded a full day’s work plus overtime without sufficient breaks would find themselves in 
court. Yet we expect excellent job performance under incredibly difficult conditions of mothers 
every single day often without breaks, weekends, holidays or sick leave.  
  
-When mothers cannot do the impossible, then we fault them for their lack of perfection. The 
research that has been done on mothers has been met with a deafening silence. We know that 
married women with children are much more likely to suffer from depression than any other 
group yet we say nothing about the reasons why this is true.  
  
-We recognize that postpartum depression is, to a large degree, caused by the lack of societal, 
community and partner support yet we remain quiet about the changes that must be implemented 
if this disease is to decrease in frequency.  
  
-We realize that poverty is a huge factor in mental illness and that it is definitely a mother’s issue 
yet we do not play a large role in policy debates about welfare or other social programs that 
impact mothers.” 
  
 The writers on this panel have written memoirs about complex and challenging motherhood - 
their experience mothering and being mothered - and have resisted the cultural pull to demonize 
mothers who don’t fit the traditional or “expected” bill. 
  
I’d like to invite each panelist to share a bit about their memoirs.  
 
 



9:10-9:35 Each panelist will have an initial 5 minutes to share their approach to writing mothers 
in their work/what they wanted to achieve in their memoirs re: depicting themselves/their 
mothers. 
  
9:35-9:55 Questions to specific panelists including general discussion as we go. 
  
Hyeseung, you’ve said that when you were younger, your relationship with your mother was the 
blueprint of love, and it became the blueprint of all future relationships. As you grew up and 
interacted more with the external world whose culture you did not share as a first-gen, the 
blueprint came under question, and your view of your mother became more complicated. Can 
you talk a bit about this and how you approached your changing view of your mother in your 
memoir?  
  
Jeannine, your memoir does not explicitly state that your mother had mental illness, but her 
actions on the page indicate that possibility. Can you talk about the narrative tools & devices you 
use to portray your mother and why–especially speculation, since you teach that speculative 
voice can be a tremendous asset in humanizing an abusive or unsympathetic character. Why do 
you think speculation can be so engaging, and what are your thoughts on mental illness 
specifically, and how to navigate the blurred lies of accountability?  
  
Michelle, you’ve talked about how the idea of the passive abuser - the mother who turned a blind 
eye because she couldn’t cope, because she needed to survive - is a very understandable 
character who elicits compassion, but is still challenging for her children. In your memoir and 
writings you have sought to portray this. Can you share how you approached depicting your 
yearning to know her, wishing she didn’t give herself up in the role of a wife/mother, but also 
trying to understand her conditioning?  

  
Gina, can you talk about the evolution of the voice or voices in your memoir in terms of how 
your book changed over time; how much of your POV was firmly in place when you began and 
how much did you discover on the page? Are there techniques you can recommend writers try 
that might help them shift their approach to their material and perspective on motherhood and 
womanhood? 
  
Hyeseung, you’ve shared that the unconditional love of your mother was often communicated 
conditionally (“If you don’t do what I want, you don’t love or appreciate me.”). Rejecting your 
mother often felt, you’ve said, like you weren’t just rejecting an individual but a whole culture 
(Korean culture). In order to veer away from unhelpful stereotypes like “The Tiger Mom” and 
“Asian Dragon Lady,” you’ve explained that you wrote consciously about that gap and tried to 
go for roundness and three-dimensionality in portraying your strong and determined mother. Can 
you talk about how you did this and what worked well for you? 
  
Jeannine, your mother has a distinct voice in your memoir–her dialogue is peppered with 
sayings like “shit & biscuits” for nonsense, and “that little cur” in reference to a dog. Can you 
talk about this a bit, in terms of the power of dialogue in general: why writers might want to let 
their mother "speak" for herself, and how to do it really well? 
  



Michelle, you’ve shared that for you the struggle was to depict your mother in a way that seems 
believable and solid. You’ve said your beta readers in the beginning asked for more 
demonstrations of her agency… and that was challenging because that’s what you had been 
begging for your entire life. How did you navigate this in your later drafts?  
  
Gina, in an interview with Sarah Einstein in Hippocampus you shared, “When I set about really 
committing to writing a memoir, one of the first things I resolved was that I was not going to 
treat myself as a character more preciously than I would treat a protagonist in one of my novels. 
It is not my job to make the reader love or agree with me, or to be a template to the reader of how 
to get things—money, love, approval, self-acceptance, any of that—like a how-to checklist. It is 
not my job to be a guru that the reader can look up to and put on a pedestal as a font of wisdom. 
My job is to dive deeply.” 
  
This is especially resonant for women who write about motherhood. What tools do you suggest 
memoirists use to help them get to the “truth” of who they are and the actions they take 
unapologetically; how did you stay on top of yourself in this regard ? 
  
Ronit will chime in here and there re: her memoir 
-what tools were helpful used to make my mother multi-dimensional: dialogue, her family 
history, what she wished for, good memories with her 
-the use of setting and nonverbal clues to create a balanced portrait of her in scene without 
judgment 
-contrasting the wished-for version of my mother with real version and leaning on narrative 
reflection to highlight the disparity instead of using blame 
-comparing my own mothering and difficulties parenting to her experience 
  
  
9:55-10:13 Ronit moderates Q and A from attendees  
10:13-10:15 Each panelist will take a few moments to share where attendees can find their latest 
offerings, social media etc.  
 10:15 Thank yous and goodbyes 
  
 
 
Further reading:  
  

1. The Psychological Hook: “Mother Blame: Psychology’s Shame” 
 https://www.thepsychologicalhook.com/mother-blame/ 
  
2. Hippocampus interview with Gina Frangello 
https://hippocampusmagazine.com/2021/09/interview-gina-frangello-author-of-blow-your-
house-down-a-story-of-family-feminism-and-treason/ 
 
 
3. “Mothers Under Pressure” https://www.nybooks.com/articles/2022/06/09/mothers-under-
pressure-ginia-bellafante/ 



 
 
4. “Killing the Monstrous Mother”  
https://lareviewofbooks.org/article/killing-the-monstrous-mother/ 
 

“Madonnas and Whores: on Mothers Writing About 

Sex””https://www.buzzfeed.com/ginafrangello/madonna-mother-who 


